Abstract-Two light-field compression schemes are presented. The codecs are compared with regard to compression efficiency and rendering performance. The first proposed coder is based on video-compression techniques that have been modified to code the four-dimensional light-field data structure efficiently. The second coder relies entirely on disparity-compensated image prediction, establishing a hierarchical structure among the light-field images. Coding performance of both schemes is evaluated using publicly available light fields of synthetic, as well as real-world, scenes. Compression ratios vary between 100 : 1 and 2000 : 1, depending on reconstruction quality and light-field scene characteristics.
coding using spherical functions [5] have been applied to light-field compression. Compression ratios below 30 : 1 have been achieved, allowing only a fraction of the image set needed for high-quality rendering to fit into local memory. Much higher compression rates are still needed to transmit light fields in acceptable times, e.g., over the Internet.
In this letter, two schemes are presented to compress light fields more efficiently, both for transmission and rendering on standard hardware. The video compression-based coder, as well as the disparity-compensating codec, are designed to provide high compression ratios at medium to high image reconstruction qualities. The first coder presented has only modest memory requirements and features fast decoding of recorded light-field segments, achieving interactive rendering rates, while the disparity-compensating coder incrementally refines the light field during decoding and predicts intermediate (missing) light-field images, enhancing rendering quality. Both coders' rate-distortion characteristics are evaluated for two synthetic light fields and one light field of a real-world object.
II. LIGHT FIELD RENDERING
The transparent space around an illuminated object is filled with light reflected off the object's surfaces. This light field can be sampled by recording conventional images of the object from many viewpoints. In [1] and [2] , the recording positions of these images are arranged on a plane in a regular grid, parameterizing the light field as a 2-D array of 2-D images ( Fig. 1 ). For photorealistic rendering, an object's light field must be sampled densely enough such that maximum parallax (disparity) between adjacent images does not exceed one pixel. Otherwise, aliasing occurs, and if images are interpolated [1] , blurred rendered images result. The number of images required to guarantee less-than-one-pixel disparity between adjacent images is proportional to the images' resolution. Simple geometrical considerations show that to accurately sample the complete light field of a scene with, e.g., 256 256 pixel images, more than 200 000 images are needed; the attempt to acquire critically sampled light fields is futile. Thus, physically recorded light fields always constitute only a sub-sampled representation of the complete light-field information. But even sub-sampled light fields may contain many thousand images to achieve decent rendering results, still yielding several gigabytes of imagery. Data compression remains a fundamental issue for any light-field rendering application.
The first coder presented allows efficient compression of all recorded light-field data, featuring fast access to arbitrary image segments during decoding for interactive rendering rates.
1051-8215/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE Fig. 1 . The light-field data structure resembles a 2-D array of 2-D images; the V-coder selects some light-field images to be coded as Intra or I-images that serve as reference images for coding the remaining images, the predicted, or P -images. The P -images are subdivided into blocks, and each block is coded using one of eight different block-coding modes which make use of nearby I-images for prediction.
The second codec described in this letter has been designed to provide disparity-compensated intermediate (missing) images, augmenting the originally recorded light field by additional in-between images to enhance rendering quality.
III. VIDEO COMPRESSION-BASED LIGHT FIELD CODING
The first coder extends the approach taken by video-compression schemes to the 4-D data structure of light fields: the light-field images are divided into blocks, and each block is coded using one out of several block-coding modes. The coding mode for each block is selected separately. The proposed codec will be referred to as the V-coder [6] .
As is commonly done in video coding, all light-field images are first transformed to YUV color space, and the chrominance signal components are downsampled by a factor of two in horizontal and vertical directions. The coding process starts by selecting a number of images from the light-field array to be coded as intra or -images. These are compressed exploiting solely redundancy within the images using the block-based discrete cosine transform (DCT) and coefficient quantization. By selecting -images evenly distributed over the entire light-field image array, the set of -images constitutes a subsampled representation of the recorded light-field image set (Fig. 1 ).
-images serve as reference for coding the remaining light-field images, the predicted or -images. The light-field data structure exhibits favorable characteristics that can be exploited for -image compression. When comparing two adjacent light-field images, a point on the surface of the depicted rigid object often appears in both images, but at different positions. This displacement is the point's parallax or disparity. From known image recording positions, the disparity direction between two images can be inferred, and only the amount of Decoding times of the first four modes depend on the DCT quantizer parameter Q because the number of DCT coefficients for residual-error coding varies with Q. disparity needs to be coded. Additionally, several -images are available to serve as reference to predict a -image. The use of multiple reference images enhances coding performance and is closely related to multi-frame prediction in video coding [7] .
The -images are divided into square blocks of 16 16 pixels. Eight block-coding modes have experimentally been found to efficiently exploit light-field characteristics over a wide range of target bit rates.
1) CLOSEST: A 16
16 pixel block is copied from the nearest -image with no disparity compensation (resembling -frame prediction in video coding from the preceding -frame with no motion vector). 2) NODISP: Similar to the CLOSEST-mode, but any one of the reference -images can be specified for compensation. 3) DISP: A reference -image is specified, and a disparityshifted block is copied (similar to -frame prediction in video coding). 4) AVERAGE: From all reference -images, the blocks corresponding to no disparity shift are averaged (similar to -frame prediction by averaging with no motion vector). 5) RESIDUAL ERROR: For the AVERAGE, NODISP, and DISP modes, the residual error can additionally be DCTcoded, leading to three more modes to code an image block. 6) INTRA: If the block cannot be predicted well from surrounding -images, the -image block is DCT-coded, i.e., without reference to any -image. The block-coding modes have different operational rate-distortion characteristics. INTRA-coding a block generally requires the highest bit rate, while for the CLOSEST and AVERAGE modes only the mode itself needs to be specified. The rate-constrained optimization problem of which coding mode to choose for each block can be elegantly solved using the method of Lagrangian multipliers [8] For each block, all coding modes are considered. The resulting distortions and bit-rates are measured, and the Lagrangian cost function is calculated using a preset and fixed value for the Lagrangian multiplier . Each block is coded using the mode that results in the smallest Lagrangian cost value. The parameter controls image reconstruction quality and compression efficiency by weighting the bit-rate in the cost function. A small value for results in high reconstruction quality, and vice versa.
The DCT quantizer parameter determines reconstruction accuracy of the DCT-coded residual error and of INTRA-coded blocks. The value for depends on the quality parameter . Experimental results in [8] show that the optimal relationship between and can be approximated by
The values of and are set prior to coding. On an SG -O2 workstation, the V-coder takes about 4 s to code a single -image consisting of 256 256 pixels. While -images require much fewer bits to code than -images, overall coding efficiency depends on the number of -images that are evenly distributed over the light-field image array. For a given quality parameter value , different numbers of -images have to be tested to find the optimal -image distribution over the light-field array. The optimal number of -images is fixed regardless of the overall number of light-field images, because any additional light-field image can efficiently be -image coded. Prior to rendering, the small number of -images is decoded and kept in local memory. Because at most a couple of hundred light-field images are coded as -images, memory requirements are modest. The reconstructed -images provide instantaneous access to a low-resolution version of the light field, allowing very fast rendering rates at reduced rendering quality. Table I depicts measured decoding times to reconstruct a -image block (16 16 pixels) for all block-coding modes. All measurements mentioned in this letter were conducted on an SG -O2 workstation with 192 MB RAM.
IV. DISPARITY-COMPENSATING LIGHT-FIELD CODING
The disparity is a scalar value associated with each pixel describing the amount of shift of the pixel's corresponding object surface point in neighboring light-field images. Due to the planar light-field recording geometry, the direction of shift can be inferred from the images' known recording positions (disparity direction). An image's disparity map then is an array of scalar values that lists the amount of parallax shift for each pixel. The second light-field coder presented relies entirely on disparity-compensating light-field images. It will be denoted the D-coder [9] .
Prior to coding, disparity maps have to be derived for all light-field images. To retrieve disparity information, all images are divided into image blocks. Because all light-field images are arranged in a regular grid of equal spacing, an image block's true disparity magnitude is identical when comparing the block to any of its four directly neighboring images along the respective disparity direction. To find the amount of disparity shift for each block, a number of disparity values within a predefined search range are considered, Fig. 2 . For each disparity value, the corresponding blocks from all four neighboring images are extracted, averaged and compared to the original block. The disparity value resulting in the smallest prediction error (e.g., the Sum-Squared-Error criterion) is chosen as the block's disparity magnitude. The disparity map for a 256 256-pixel image based on 16 16-pixel blocks is derived in less than 1 s on an SG -O2 workstation.
To predict an image (target image), its disparity map is first estimated by compensating the disparity maps of several already coded images (reference images), Fig. 3 . The estimated disparity map is low-pass filtered, filling any holes by interpolation, and all reference images are disparity-compensated. The estimated images are averaged to yield the target image's prediction. Besides optimal prediction of any light-field image from its surrounding images, the described disparity compensation approach allows estimating intermediate (missing) images. By adapting the disparity maps' block size (e.g., 4 4, 8 8, 16 16, or 32 32 pixels), bit rate can be variably allocated between disparity information and residual-error coding.
Prior to coding, a minimum reconstruction quality parameter is set. Image quality is measured as the peak signal-tonoise ratio (PSNR) of the image's luminance signal. First, the image array's four corner images (positions A in Fig. 4 ) are intra-coded, identical to the -images described in Section III. For each image, the DCT quantization parameter is individually selected to ensure that the reconstructed image meets the reconstruction quality . The corner images' disparity maps are Huffman-coded applying a fixed table. From the four reconstructed corner images and their disparity maps, the center image and its disparity map (position B in Fig. 4 ) is predicted. If the disparity-compensated image meets the reconstruction criterion , no information regarding the center image is coded, Fig. 7 . Otherwise, the center image is again predicted using its own disparity map, which is then Huffman coded. If image quality still does not suffice, the residual error is additionally DCT coded. The DCT quantizer level is adjusted to yield minimum bit rate for the required image quality . Then, the four middle images on the array sides (positions C in Fig. 4 ) are predicted from the reconstructed center image and the two closest corner images. As for the center image, the residual error and disparity maps are coded, if necessary.
At this point, nine light-field images spanning the entire recording plane are available. The image array is now divided into four quadrants. The four corner images of each quadrant are already coded and, as before, the center and side images in each quadrant can be predicted. The algorithm keeps recursing through the quadtree structure until all images are compressed. On an SG -O2 workstation, the D-coder takes about 2 s per image for coding.
For rendering, all light-field images' disparity maps are decoded and stored in local memory. The four intra-coded corner images and as many light-field images from subsequent hierarchy levels as fit into local memory are reconstructed. As is the case for the -images of the V-coder, these images are instantaneously accessible, enabling interactive rendering from a sub-sampled light-field representation. Decoding an image segment from the next-higher hierarchy level resembles both the AVERAGE and RESIDUAL-ERROR block-coding modes of the V-coder; pixels from three or four reference images need to be copied and averaged, and possibly the residual error has to be decoded and added. Due to the D-coder's hierarchical coding structure, access to higher hierarchy-level image blocks requires decoding multiple images of in-between levels. While these images are not accessible at interactive rates, they can be used to improve rendered views during standstill. The advantage of the D-coder is that the decoder can locally refine the light field by estimating disparity-compensated intermediate light-field images that were not originally recorded. These intermediate images enhance rendering results [10] . Both coders' R-D curves are shown in Fig. 6 . For the V-coder, the number of -images was varied to determine the best distribution of reference images over the light field. The V-coder compresses the Dragon light field down to 893 kB (0.11 bits/pixel) at 36-dB average reconstruction distortion. The Buddha light field is even more efficiently coded, requiring 434 kB (0.053 bpp) at 40 dB PSNR. The Chick light field can be compressed to 86.6 kB (0.037 bpp) at 37 dB. Attainable compression ratios depend on object characteristics, such as apparent size, texture variations, and geometrical complexity, as well as on the distance between image-recording positions.
The D-coder is tested for different disparity map block sizes. The results are also depicted in Fig. 6 . The Dragon light field requires 562 kB (0.068 bpp) to code at 36 dB, while the Buddha light field is compressed to 223 kB (0.027 bpp) at 40-dB reconstruction quality. The Chick light field is coded with 73.8 kB (0.031 bpp) at 37 dB.
Comparing both coders' operational R-D curves, it is apparent that the D-coder compresses the synthetic light fields more efficiently than the V-coder, because many light-field images can be predicted well enough by disparity compensation and need no additional residual-error information (Fig. 7) . For the Chick light field, both coders perform about equally well; in this case, the smaller total number of images, greater recording distances between images, deviations in image positions, and electronic noise limit the D-coder's performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
Two compression schemes were presented that are applicable for light-field rendering purposes. Both coders feature compression factors on the order of -at medium to high image reconstruction quality, easing capacity requirements to store light fields and speeding up transmission, e.g., over the Internet.
The V-coder introduces two hierarchy levels among the light-field images ( and -images). The presented block-coding modes allow access to -image segments at high decoding rates, enabling interactive rendering. As in video coding, blocking artifacts become apparent at very high compression ratios. The D-coder exploits inter-image redundancy by establishing multiple hierarchy levels of dependencies between light-field images. For standstill views, or if sufficient memory is available, the decoder is able to yield near-photorealistic rendering results by augmenting the original light field with disparity-compensated intermediate images that were never physically recorded. As multiple images are disparity-compensated and averaged to predict light-field images, blocking artifacts do not occur. At very low bit rates, the reconstructed light-field images merely lose detail (blurring).
The obtained compression factors should suffice for any recordable light-field and LFR application. LFR performance can be further improved by accelerating the rendering process. For example, rendering-supporting hardware can be utilized if approximate 3-D geometry of the light-field object can be determined [11] . Available geometry information can also be efficiently used for light-field coding [12] . Future work will focus on joint coding of light-field geometry and texture maps in conjunction with real-time, photorealistic rendering from light-field data.
